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A SHORT INTRO ABOUT ME..



My work trajectory



“Can you do Addition?” the White Queen said.  

“What’s one and one and one and one and one 
and one and one and one and one and one?” 

“I don't know,” said Alice. “I lost count.” 

“She can’t do Addition,” the Red Queen 
interrupted.  



Me at the end of high school..



I always loved brainteasers...

and mazes

start

end



This is the Costa Rica 
version of:





recognise 
this?

Ohh yes! those were 

the days…



My two favourite courses 
were compilers and CG 
(Computer Graphics)



…for the first time in my life, I realized 
that math can be used for something 

fun and cool…



Ray Tracer (rendering technique for CG) 
uses intersection functions... (equations)

what if I want to 
render a sphere?



What if I wanted to render a cone?

x2/a2- y2/b2 + z2/c2 = 0



?
What about Pringles?



hyperbolic 
paraboloidBtw, this is called:

There is in fact an equation that 
describes Pringles…!



Let’s go even more deeper into “junk food”

What about donuts?



OK, some are more 

complicated than others…

toroidBtw, this one is called



My first job as Software 
Engineer was at Intel..



But I easily get bored, and went on to 
look for new adventures…





I did my MSc. thesis in a medical company…



The system I worked with, was a support 
system for enhanced radiotherapy treatment



In radiotherapy, is important to know 
where exactly the organ is located…

organs are 
moving targets!



an implant (like a GPS) sends signals…



a software captures the signals and 
converts them into a position…



how we tested that the program 
was accurate?

The system should achieve 
3D difference or radial 
accuracy of 2±1 mm



Accuracy was modelled mathematically as  

Euclidian distance:

how we tested that the program 
was accurate?



It was an amazing experience to work 
with so many experts..

Mathematicians, Physicists, Doctors, 
Nurses, Technicians, Engineers… 



…I also realized that math can be used 
as a communication tool…



… and to create solutions to save 
lives…



OK... what’s next?



I wanted to be 
a researcher!



Ok, what did I work 

with?



static void Main(string[] args) 
      { 
        int num; 
        Console.Write("Enter a number:\t"); 
        num = Convert.ToInt32(Console.ReadLine()); 
        Console.WriteLine("\n\n\tValue Type"); 
        Console.WriteLine("----------------"); 
        Console.Write("\nPrevious Value:\t{0}", num); 
        Program.value(num); 
        Console.Write("\nCurrent Value:\t{0}", num); 
            
        Console.WriteLine("\n\n\n----------------"); 
        Console.WriteLine("\tReference Type"); 
        Console.WriteLine("--------------------"); 
        Console.Write("\nPrevious Value:\t{0}", num); 
        Program.reference(ref num); 
        Console.Write("\nCurrent Value:\t{0}", num); 
        Console.ReadLine(); 
      } 
   }

Source code are 
‘instructions’ to a computer 

that is written by a 
programmer by using a 
programming language



in the same way as 
doctors look at x-

rays, I investigated 
the internal 

structures of the 
source code in the 
software programs



? ?
? ?

in my PhD, I found that there was a 
relationship between some code structures 

and programmers being confused



And confusions, sometimes, can be 
catastrophic!



in 2012, I defended 
my PhD!



OK... what’s next?



I realized that my skills in 
research could be used in 

Data Science

But.. What is Data Science?



Data is everywhere…



Data Scientists explore patterns in the data…

Let’s try this small example..

To acquire knowledge…



“Data Patterns” can be used to do predictions



That means, we can predict the happening 
of an event…



We could predict when something will occur…



Predict extreme deviations…



Such as this… :-O



The possibilities enabled by data volume and 
computational power are a game changer



Data Science, John Snow 
and the cholera outbreak 
in London… X



…With Big Data comes  
Big Responsibilities…





But honestly, were 
Math courses 
difficult for me?



“We choose to go to the moon in this decade and do 
the other things, not because they are easy, but because 

they are hard, because that goal will serve to organize 
and measure the best of our energies and skills, 

because that challenge is one that we are willing to 
accept, one we are unwilling to postpone, and one 

which we intend to win.”

- John Kennedy


